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A. OIC MEMBER COUNTRIES

REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON

- Mr. DAVID ESSECK
  Head of Division, Ministry of Employment

- Mr. ROUTE A BIDIAS CAMILLE
  General Manager, National Employment Fund

- Mr. JOSE NDZIGA OBAMA
  Director, National Employment Fund

ARAP REPUBLIC OF EGYPT

- Mr. AHMED HAMADA
  General Manager, Ministry of Education

- Mrs. AMAL EL GHONIMY
  Chairman, Ministry of Industry and Foreign Trade

- Mr. HASSAN ABDELAAL
  General Manager, Ministry of Manpower

- Mr. AMR KAMAL KHEDR
  Treasurer, Cairo Chamber of Commerce
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

- Mr. RATHOYO RASDAN
  Assistant Deputy, Ministry of Youth and Sports

- Mr. MUHAMMED IQBAL ABBAS
  Deputy Director, National Development Planning Agency (BAPPENAS)

- Ms. IFTIDA YASAR
  Vice Chair, Indonesia Chamber of Commerce and Industry

REPUBLIC OF KYRGYZSTAN

- Mr. ABDUL-AZIS IDRISOV
  Director, Ministry of Labor, Employment and Migration

- Ms. NAZIRA KATIPOVA
  Deputy Head, Kyrgyzstan Chamber of Commerce and Industry

- Mr. ALSEIT ZHUSUMAMBETOV
  Head of Department, Ministry of Youth, Labor and Employment

KINGDOM OF MOROCCO

- Mr. BRAHIM EL-HIMRI
  Head of Division, Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training

- Mr. MBAREK KHALDOUNI
  Head of Division, Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training

- Mr. HICHAM KASBAOUI
  Regional Director, National Agency for Promotion of Employment and Skills (ANAPEC)
- Mr. MOHAMED OUAZZA
  President, Khnifra Chamber of Commerce

STATE OF PALESTINE
- Mr. AZZAM MUSA TAWFIQ ABUSOUUD
  Director, Jerusalem Arab Chamber of Commerce & Industry
- Mr. NASSER S.A. QATAMI
  Assistant Deputy, Ministry of Labor

REPUBLIC OF SENEGAL
- Mr. MOHAMED DIENG
  Administrative Assistant, National Agency for Youth Employment
- Mr. SALIOU DIOUF
  Director, Ministry of Technical Education & Vocational Training
- Mr. ALY MBOUP
  Secretary General, National Union of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (UNNCCI)

REPUBLIC OF TUNISIA
- Ms. DORRA CHERIF
  General Manager, Ministry of Professional Training and Employment
- Mr. RIADH ABDELHAMID BEL HADJ SALAH
  Director, Tunis Chamber of Commerce and Industry
- Mr. MOHAMMED BEN AMOR
  Director, Tunisian Union of Industry, Trade and Handicrafts (UTICA)
REPUBLIC OF TURKEY

- Mr. RIFAT HİSARCIKLIOĞLU
  President, Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB)

- Mr. FAİK YAVUZ
  Vice President, Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB)

- Mr. MUSTAFA SARAÇÖZ
  Secretary General, Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB)

- Mr. FATİH SOYSAL
  Head of Division, Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB)

- Mr. SARP KALKAN
  Consultant of President, Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB)

- Mr. AHMET SAYGIN BABAN
  Assistant Expert, TOBB

- Ms. MELİKE NUR YAMAN
  Expert, TOBB

- Ms. ESİN ÖZDEMİR
  Expert, TOBB

- Mr. MEHMET EVREN YÜCEL
  Expert, TOBB

- Mr. MERT ALGIR
  Intern, TOBB
- Ms. CANSU AĞRALI
  Intern, TOBB

- Prof. Dr. SERDAR SAYAN
  Deputy Dean, TOBB Economics and Technology University (TOBB-ETU)

- Ms. İDİL ALPASLAN
  Coordinator, TOBB Economics and Technology University (TOBB-ETU)

- Mr. ÇAĞLAR YURTSEVEN
  Senior Economist, TOBB Economics and Technology University (TOBB-ETU)

- Ms. DAMLA MARANGOZ
  Researcher, TOBB Economics and Technology University (TOBB-ETU)

- Mr. HASAN ÇAYLAYAN DÜNDAR
  Researcher, Economic Policy Research Foundation of Turkey (TEPAV)

- Ms. AYŞEGÜL DİNÇÇAĞ
  Researcher, Economic Policy Research Foundation of Turkey (TEPAV)

- Mr. NAMIK ATA
  Deputy Undersecretary, Ministry of Labor and Social Security of the Republic of Turkey

- Mr. KAZIM YİĞİT
  Deputy General Manager, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Mr. EMRULLAH ULUDAĞ
  Expert, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Ms. BURCU SÖKÜL
  Expert, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)
- Mr. CAN ALKAN  
  Expert, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Mr. ADEM KILIŃÇ  
  Expert, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Ms. KIVILCIM SARA  
  Expert, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Mr. ABDÜLKADİR YANICI  
  Deputy Head of Division, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Mr. ÇAĞATAY GÖKYAY  
  Expert, Turkish Employment Institution (İŞKUR)

- Assoc. Prof. Dr. ÖMER AÇIKGÖZ  
  General Manager, General Directorate of Vocational and Technical Education

- Ms. ŞENNUR ÇETİN  
  Team Leader, General Directorate of Vocational and Technical Education

- Mr. YAŞAR BAKİ ALTUNBAŞ  
  Department Chief, General Directorate of Vocational and Technical Education

- Mr. NURETTIN ÖZDEBİR  
  President, Ankara Course Administration and Ankara Chamber of Industry

- Ms. OYA GÖRKÜMEN  
  Deputy Secretary General, Ankara Course Administration and Ankara Chamber of Industry

- Mr. TANJU ÇETİN  
  Consultant, Ankara Course Administration and Ankara Chamber of Industry
- Mr. SALİH YAVUZ
  Human Resources Manager, Ankara Course Administration and Ankara Chamber of Industry

- Mr. RAFET EKİCI
  Deputy Manager, Ankara Course Administration and Ankara Provincial Directorate of İŞKUR

- Mr. FİKRET YILMAZ
  Deputy Manager, Ankara Course Administration and Ankara Provincial Directorate of Ministry of National Education

- Mr. ADEM SOLMAZ
  Director, İşkitler Industrial, Technical Vocational High School

- Mr. BEKİR ÖKTEN
  Director, Ulus Industrial, Technical Vocational High School

- Mr. ZEYNEL ABİDİN KARAGÖZ
  Director, Keçiören Industrial, Technical Vocational High School

- Mr. HİLMİ DİNÇ
  Director, Sincan Industrial, Technical Vocational High School

- Mr. MUSTAFA DAŞÇI
  Director, Yenimahalle Industrial, Technical Vocational High School

- Ms. SEMA KÜÇÜK
  Tax Controlling Board, Ministry of Finance
B. OIC INSTITUTIONS

STATISTICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTRE FOR ISLAMIC COUNTRIES (SESRIC)

- Dr. SAVAS ALPAY
  Director General

- Mr. HÜSEYİN HAKAN ERYETLİ
  Director, Training and Technical Cooperation Department

- Dr. KENAN BAĞCI
  Researcher

- Ms. HATICE ILBAY SOYLEMEZ
  Researcher

- Ms. FATMA NUR ZENGİN
  Executive Assistant

- Mr. EFE KEREM AYDIN
  Research Assistant

- Ms. RABİA TUBA YILDIZ
  Research Assistant

COMCEC COORDINATION OFFICE

- Mr. MEHMET FİDAN
  Assistant Expert

ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BANK (IDB)

- Mr. UMUR GÖKÇE
  Development Economist

- Mr. ABDİ ABDULLAHİ
  Development Economist
C. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME IN PALESTINE (UNDP)

- Mr. NAWWAF AL-ATAWNEH
  Programme Manager, Deprived Families Economic Empowerment Programme (DEEP)

- Mr. NASSER AL-FAQIH
  Team Leader, Poverty Reduction Unit, United Nations Development Programs

HER HIGHNESS OFFICE OF QATAR

- Mr. FAROOQ BURNEY
  Director, Al-Fakhoora Programme